
Michigan Craft Brewing Industry Campaign

 Michigan, and Grand Rapids specifically, is known for beer brewing. People from across 

the nation come to Michigan not only for the breweries, but also for the experience that comes 

along with going bar hopping. The Michigan Craft Brewing Industry is a relatively undiscovered 

gem. This campaign will benefit the Michigan economy and promote Michigan as a state along 

with its beer brewing industry.

 The first part of this campaign would require research. First, I would perform secondary 

research in order to evaluate the market. I would research surrounding states, and the most 

successful beer brewing state other than Michigan. This would help in evaluating competition. I 

would also research the most popular kinds of beer locally, and promote those specifically in the 

campaign. The next step in the campaign would be to perform primary research. In doing this, I 

would research everything internally that may have an effect on the Michigan Craft Brewing 

Industry. This would entail a survey about Michigan beer as well as a focus group. The survey 

would provide quantitative data, while the focus group would give qualitative data. Possible 

survey topics could include favorite Michigan beers, best beer states and cities, and favorite 

breweries. Focus group topics would focus more on brand image, specifically, what people think 

of when they think of Michigan’s Craft Brewing Industry. After evaluating data from both 

primary research methods, I would begin to develop possible tactics that reflect this research. 

The best tactics would then be tied together to create an integrated marketing campaign for the 

Michigan Craft Brewing Industry.

 The first tactic I would implement would be internet and social media. Facebook, Twitter, 

and Instagram would be used to promote the Michigan Craft Brewing brand. On Facebook, 



contests would be hosted to win Michigan beer and trips to Michigan breweries. Twitter would 

be used to share facts about the Michigan Craft Brewing Industry. Beer fanatics like hearing 

about and talking about beer, and Twitter creates a perfect platform to do that. Instagram allows 

users to have instant access to pictures posted by other users. Promoting the Michigan Craft 

Brewing Industry visually is important because it attracts more interest to the state. Pure 

Michigan is the state’s site for tourism, so using that medium as a way to promote Michigan as a 

beer brewing state would bring a new side to Michigan’s brand. Pairing the idea of naturalism 

with craft brewing will promote Michigan in more ways than one.

 Outdoor advertising is especially important in tourism. Promoting the brand in Michigan 

creates a strong brand image among Michigan residents, a key link to other tourists. While 

traveling on the highway, billboards can be used to provoke thoughts about trips. Targeting those 

that are already on a trip, be it to the store or work, can create a bridge between driving and the 

idea of a vacation. By establishing a known image for beer brewing among Michiganders, the 

brand becomes stronger. A stronger brand makes people more willing to invest in a trip to 

Michigan and its breweries. 

 The best way to tie all of the tactics together would be to promote a self guided beer tour 

of Michigan. Michigan’s best breweries would be featured on an individual website along with 

promotions on social media. This would be illustrated on a map of Michigan, with the tour 

ending in Grand Rapids. By creating a fun and vivid print ad, the Michigan Craft Brewing 

Industry would not only be thought of as a brand, but also as an event. 

 Market segmentation is an important factor in spreading awareness about the Michigan 

Craft Brewing Industry. Not everywhere looks for the same things when looking for a fun place 



to try new beers and have fun. By examining the different preferences for other regions, ads 

should be tailored to target what different regions look for, specifically, different types of beer. 

By combining the above tactics and integrating the campaign, Michigan’s breweries will become 

known nationally. Michigan as a state will also become known for its Craft Brewing Industry.


